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Internal Audit Training of Trainers
Trainings of internal auditors in Institutions of BiH in 2017-2018
Brief information on training programme, types of training, organizers and topics
Trainings of internal auditors in IBiH 2017-2018

» CHU MFT BiH organized in cooperation with the National Academy for Finance and Economics of the Netherlands trainings for internal auditors in Institutions of BiH (seminars, workshops, round tables and pilot audits) – Training Programme is the part of the MoU signed between MFT BiH and MF of the Netherlands for 2016-2019;

» Coordinating Board of the CHUs organized conferences for internal auditors in public sector of BiH in 2017 and in 2018;

» CHU organized training for internal auditors in Institutions of BiH in November 2017 - Workshop on IA planning (used materials from IA ToT Workshop held in June 2017);